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Fitting Instructions  - RBL0116SSS  
 
 
Land Rover Defender 110 Station Wagon. 
 
Remove all rear seats and rear seat belt rails, if fitted. 
 
Remove rear door check straps from body end only, and modify as per drawing RBL11FI2 - ensure 
door and body do not contact by inserting soft pad such as card or carpet.        
 
Remove inertia reel bolts from upper mountings on ‘B’ posts,  remove reels from mounts, insert 1 x 
7/16” bolts & washers  supplied into body holes & tighten.     
 
Remove & discard check strap angle and replace & tighten existing bolts & washers.   
 
Fold front seats forward.    
 
Place spacers over ‘B’ post belt mounting holes and secure with adhesive.  
 
Put Front hoop in through left rear door, right foot first, upright at first, then gradually lean bar forward 
at the same time move right foot rearwards so that left foot enters through the door. Continue to 
rotate bar so that right foot  is temporarily positioned to the rear of left foot, both being approx. 
against the inside of the left body side, the hoop now being laid down, with the belt straps donwards 
against the floor. Next,  lift the rearward part up towards the roof,  then rotate the right hand side of 
the hoop forwards towards the right hand side of the vehicle,  continue, gradually raising the top of 
the hoop towards the roof so that the right hand foot , then the left hand foot, drop into rear footwell. 
Rotate backwards into position.  Belt straps should be opposite ‘B’ post mountings and feet against 
rear of  ‘B’ post bulkhead in rear footwell.    
 
Put 1 1/2” x 7/16” bolts and washers supplied through ‘B’ post belt mounts, do not tighten yet. 
Assemble modified door check straps to angles on base of hoop, using M6 nuts,  bolts & washers  
supplied.  If the rear doors are now opened, this will pull the base of the hoop outwards, the correct 
position being where the outer edges of the bar feet are approx 5 mm. away from the carpet  
securing ‘Z’ section.    Wedge hoop feet forward against bulkhead.  Drill through holes in feet , 
through floor, into top hat sections beneath floor. Holes should be midway between top hat centre 
dimple and inner face of top hat section.    Slide 4  machined aluminium spacers supplied  between 
floor and top hat sections , drop bolts with washers through bar foot, floor, tophat section, and 
assemble nuts & washers  to bolts and loosely bolt up. 
 
Rear Hoop.  Refer to  drawing RBL11FI1. Put hoop inside vehicle, locate in position. Occasionally, 
the hoop needs spreading slightly, use a piece of wood cut to length and wedged in position. The 
outer face of bar tubes should just touch the inner waist rail & bar plate holes should match holes in 
aluminium body side web. If no holes exist, drill through and note that no holes will be present in 
pillar either, so position pillar bracket and drill through web holes into pillar.  Insert  backing plate 
20/1370/35 inside pillar through access hole, first blocking lower portion of pillar with rag to prevent 
backing plate from dropping through.  losely bolt to pillar bracket 20/6000/101,  then 
put plate 20/1340/111 onto bolts of 20/6000/101, fit penny washers and nuts & tighten. Bolt through 
hoop plate 20/1340/112.  Tighten all nuts & bolts. Drill through bracket 20/6000/101 into wheel arch 
and bolt through.  Assemble roof bars and lightly bolt in position. Tighten all floor mountings, then 
fully tighten all roof bar connections. Replace seats, belts and trim as required. 
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